
News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke 

 

The new printing of Performing Women: Playwrights and Performance Poets is available 

from the League Office. I have posted a copy here of the complete list of titles in this 

popular series. A digital copy was sent to the Playwrights Guild of Canada, our partners 

for the joint panel at the 2016 Canadian Writers Summit. I came across some amazing 

interviews which a few of the contributors gave and provide web links here which you 

need to enter into your internet browser. Thank you to Kelley Jo Burke, Cornelia 

Hoogland, Penn Kemp, Catherine Kidd, Susan McMaster, and Sheri D Wilson! This 

month, reviews of Book of Blue and What Someone Wanted by Shirley Graham; 

Reporting from the Night, by Kateri Lanthier; introductions to new members: Sue 

Bracken, Claire Kelly, Kathleen Burke, and Miriam Dunn. 

 

Featured Playwright Q & A with Penn Kemp  

Submitted by MichelleB on Mon, 04/25/2016 - 12:09  

• Featured Playwright Q&A 

• Member News 

• Penn Kemp 

Penn Kemp talks to PGC about her upcoming participation in the Canadian Writers' 

Summit, the upcoming releases of Women & Multimedia and Performing Women: 

Playwrights and Performance Poets, and the role of the playwright within the greater 

Canadian writing community. 

 

http://www.playwrightsguild.ca/news/featured-playwright-q-penn-kemp 

 

Featured Playwright Q & A with Cornelia Hoogland  

Submitted by MichelleB on Mon, 06/06/2016 - 15:10  

• Cornelia Hoogland 

• Featured Playwright Q&A 

• Member News 

Cornelia Hoogland talks to PGC about her upcoming participation in the Canadian 

Writers' Summit, Red Riding Hood, and the role of the playwright within the greater 

Canadian writing community. 

Q: Tell us about your contribution to the anthology Performing Women: 

Playwrights and Performance Poets that is launching at this event.  

A: How many childhood interests do we sustain into adulthood? I’m always pleased to 

think that I’ve been immersed in fairy tales my entire life. My interests have grown as 

I’ve grown, but the originating passion continues. What does it feel like to carry a basket 

of goodies to grandmother’s, all alone through the woods? What does it feel like for Red 

Riding Hood to enter grandmother’s house, knowing full well that it’s not grandmother 



under the bed covers, yet, because she is the child, being unable to use her intelligence, 

and save herself. Instead, she minds her manners and politely inquires after 

grandmother’s health. We’ve all been in conflicted situations, and the fairy tales deal 

with them powerfully.  

My understanding of Red Riding Hood has evolved. In Woods Wolf Girl, my book of 

poetry, I was concerned that Red not be a victim, but that she takes responsibility for her 

own life. I was also concerned about portrayals of the wolf. I believe Red Riding Hood is 

a deeply Canadian story in that, unlike most of Europe and other parts of the world, we 

still have real wolves in the woods. In my play, RED, my character Red meets the wolf as 

well, not in the woods, but, rather, in the Wolf’s apartment. I began to question my 

commitment to my character’s agency, and appreciate the complexities of unequal power 

relationships. Teaching gigs, involvement in social justice projects, and seeing Jamie 

Black’s REDress exhibit in Wolfville, N.S., also made me rethink the fairy tale and 

expand its range. Could Red be, I wondered, a prototype of the missing and murdered 

female? Alongside my sisters, I’ve experienced the dark shadow of the historical and 

ongoing abuse and murder of more than 1000 Indigenous Canadian women, and it feels 

appropriate that, through my present portrayal of Red, I take my place in the collective 

responsibility. 

http://www.playwrightsguild.ca/news/featured-playwright-q-cornelia-hoogland 

Featured Playwright Q & A with Kelley Jo Burke 

Submitted by MichelleB on Mon, 05/30/2016 - 14:27  

• Featured Playwright Q&A 

• Kelley Jo Burke 

• Member News 

Kelley Jo Burke talks to PGC about her upcoming participation in the Canadian Writers' 

Summit, Ducks on the Moon, and the role of the playwright within the greater Canadian 

writing community. 

Q: You will be speaking on the Performing Women: Playwrights and Performance 

Poets panel on Saturday, June 18th. How did this panel come together? 

 A: Well, I think it was all Penn Kemp’s doing. I saw a call for women playwrights who 

perform their own work and sent a tentative little note to Penn, saying I had this creative 

nonfiction show (which I attached) called Ducks on the Moon that I had written and 

toured pretty extensively, and would she consider me for the panel? Penn had heard my 

documentary for CBC Radio’s IDEAS (I’m a contributing producer for that show) based 

on the play, and sent a note back quite promptly that yes, I was in. It was a great note to 

get. 

http://www.playwrightsguild.ca/news/featured-playwright-q-kelley-jo-burke 



 

 

 



 
 



 

 

 

 
 

Review of Book of Blue, by Shirley Graham (Windsor, Ontario: Black Moss Press, 

2013) 96 pp. paper. 

 

This is a title in the compact (though full-length) Palm Poets Series. The table of contents 

is designed to be on the last two pages of the collection. The colour blue is applied to 

places, people, Shakespeare; the indefinite things, moments, seasons, creatures, gestures, 

and “blue blues”. Several are prose poems, all lyric, and few long ones.  

 

There are the physical places of road and lane, a metaphorical field, with steps, Ruckles 

Park on Salt Spring Island, “Each moment the / last moment, each place the last place”. 

(p. 8) This locale will be revisited as “an old and unknown world” (p. 52). She makes 

choices in a new town, ironically “you know the place well”, while Zocalo and Nayarit 

allude to a familial scene in Mexico. There is a pattern of water and music (“Blue Falls), 

and of mountain geography, phrased in rainbow songs, all expressed through the senses.  

 

From word metaphors to book shelves, specifically Millan Kundera  on Immortality, a 

sixth novel, (“Blue Thief”); the Mediterranean, Eiffel Tower, Tuileries, offer “scenarios – 

historical, hysterical”, her son’s new world.  

 

A busker is drawn to his Juliet, associated with jazz, or the blues; the mechanicals, 

fairies, and Athenians in romance or dream-play; suicide and murder. The persona  

scaling the heights, dream worlds, the first step; a family Bon Voyage, a learned rhythm, 

suddenly being or feeling free.  

 

Every step, even a pebble “shouts”, in this silence without words. In mid-life, an old man 

and the child, a Zen puzzle, an awkward interview; water “danced”, we “sliding beasts, / 

the dumplings”, stone or toy lion; rhythm an arrhythmic silence, “knowing nod.”. 

Impersonal pronouns “pivot from inhale to exhale.” (“Blue Death”) 

 

From “freak” April, “white surface” of January, a pale white sky; Dutch tulip, peripheral 

observer; in Autumn, “morning the morning light” (homonym), and paradoxical 

“beginning of the endless end”.  

 



Creatures represent a creative use of:  art books, blue horse 1911 painting, crane, bird; 

raccoon, dragonfly, a mood, and cow. 

 

More so, alliteration of "bubbling, blessing, bum"; a "snakish" regeneration; “Blue 

Praise” is a self-conscious psalm of self-aggrandizement.  

 

The “blues” elaborate on random applications, as in rootless imperfection. (“It is”) A 

Klimatian whale painting is among the possibilities, of both vision and dilemma, the 

"why" and, of course, "why not". 

 

Anne Burke 

 

 

 
 

Review of What Someone Wanted, by Shirley Graham (Windsor, Ontario: Black 

Moss Press, 2007) 87 pp. paper.  

 

This is a full-length poetry collection divided into three parts, the first two based on white 

and blue, the third on "Milk’s Moon". 

 

The opening poem is about Bella, the first love of painter Marc Chagall. (“Window in the 

Country”). The poet learns about the artist’s motifs. A description of Picasso’s 

"Guernica", a major mural about the Spanish Civil War, reminds the reader of Russian 

history, although Picasso was indebted to Chagall for colour. “Robert Walser Dead in the 

Snow 2” is one of the many paintings by Billy Childish. The subject was an author of 

micro-scripts and suffered from schizophrenia.  As a result, he writes, “Sometimes I 

dream of walking into my own narration, the scene I step onto blooming to the words I 

describe.” (p. 17) Father, Mother, and child play out their required roles. (“Modern Life”) 

White leaves signify the moribund characteristics of a broken relationship. Henri Matisse 

produced two paintings based on La Danse, hence the "red music" and the "blue vase". 

“The Kiss” is a painting by Gustav Klimt from his Golden Period. The poet views the 

“two Alices” (a fictional character), the lovers lost “in the infinite land between one and 

two”. “A House With Doves” could be a reference to a painting by James Mathews, who 

is known for his landscapes. A bored secretary enjoys imagining greatness by her feeding 

of a giant hummingbird (which happens to be her red hibiscus tea). A disabled pigeon 



attracts compassionate women. A painting of wings portrays the “Butterfly Man”, not the 

usual Icarus. 

 

The four bathers Magdalena, Marina, Celeste, and Bernadette will remember this day, 

hence a moment for nostalgia. The cubist artist Georges Braque painted "Woman with a 

Mandolin" .A sort of death for eros is a recurring motif. “Falls” represents the season, the 

verb “to fall” as in the leaves, and she an iconic Woman. “The Book of Myself” is a 

memoir-istic piece, whether “first, middle, last, any page at all”. A man and his horse 

resemble a man and his woman.  

 

In “The Blue”, we read more of the poet’s wordplay, a game of sorts, based on writing 

exercises, such as the painting “The Blue Vase” by Paul Cezanne. There are boots meant 

for dreamers, eyes for lovers, a man from Dickens’ fiction, and “azure” (“The Blue”). In 

“Pronoun Blues” the poet selects articles of speech such as “Me”, “They”, “You”, “We”, 

and “You Plural”.  

 

In “Milk’s Moon”, milk and menses are associated with women. This is an opaque 

mirror, she is spinning, swimming, so “Hold me, moon”. When letters are unsent it does 

not mean that they are unwritten. There are parts I through XII which are non-sequiturs. 

Our bodies are possessed by ghosts.  A bird is a metaphor for the heart of a woman. 

Freedom means death. Moon-faced children. The day in her gut resembles birthing a 

baby. The thought a rose. A nightingale death song. A demon is ink black-handed. Both 

the red and green bleed. Music appears as “black beads, black / birds on the wire”, 

perhaps the shapes of the sharp and flat notes. A cloud banks, a fast fist. Stoicism. 

Compulsions seems like a mathematical conclusion. Night is personified as a monkey. A 

parallel way paradoxically converges, with the Tibetan flag. Pain has a rhythm. The sun 

has limits. A midwife releases the child like an Inuit bird. Indeed, “Life is colour, it’s 

nothing but colour”. (p. 85) An elegant chair empties. (“Chair at the World’s End”)  

 

Graham studied poetry and literature at Brown University. Her poetry book 

Shakespearean Blues will be published in November 2016 by Mother Tongue Press, in 

B.C. She lives with her family on Salt Spring Island, B.C. 

 

This is a title in The Black Moss Press First Lines Poetry Series. She previously 

published Blue Notes, a chapbook of twenty poems by MotherTongues Press, in 2005. 

 

Anne Burke 



 
Review of Reporting from Night, by Kateri Lanthier ((Toronto: Iguana Books, 2011), 

65 pp. paper. 

 

This is a full-length poetry collection divided into two parts “Earth’s Familiar Objects” 

and “Who is Us”. An initial epigraph is from Emily Dickinson’s “wild nights” (and see 

“Night Cartographer’s Song”) to accommodate an after- party, uninvited gate crashers, a 

pity party, discarded party dresses, and a dance floor. 

 

Part 1 poses a question, “What is the job of a flower?” a rhetorical device and the first 

line of “A Certain Tree in Powazki Cemetary”, by Piotr Sommer from Things to 

Translate & Other Poems (Bloodaxe Books, 1991). The Butterfly replies: ubiquitous, 

Painted Lady, emerald moth,  and the Butterfly Ball.  Compare an owlish cat, or an actual 

owl dreamed.  

  

The poet offers some interesting diction: “sprincognito”, “coruscating”; concrete 

described as “Corinthian”, the sidewalk “all pockmark and glitter”. A pumpkin suffers a 

scar. Auditory images abound: “sneaker-squeak”, “Gulp”, “high-pitched”, “tsk”, all 

suitable onomatopoeia. She practices alliteration of “limning”, “limbing”, “limp”, “lost”. 

In “Decorated”, there is the Matryoshka nesting Russian doll, a multi-layering. Each 

poem describes the condition of being: beached, gulled, shuttled, decorated, gulled, 

spiked, and shuttled. Some poems were written for an occasion, such as "Circus 1907" 

and the presumed "Oscar Wilde at the City Auditorium (Belleville, Ontario, 1882)".  

 

Part 2 offers another perspective, from the point of view of a cygnet or swan “When did I 

lose all these feathers?” (“Cygnet Lake”) In the rhyme of “Table Fable”, she puns “my 

mug behind a mug”, with “I spy the spoof, my spoonfeds”. There is a self-contained myth 

of Orpheus / Eurydice, cum “a wolf’s tongue”, and “Hour of the Wolf”. The latter was a 

1968 movie directed by Ingmar Bergman, in which Max von Sydow starred, involving a 

reunion party. (“Small Hours”) Elsewhere “mocking clocks” coincide with “The School 

of Late Clocks”. A lullaby is “coniferous, / not deciduous”, a daily stage door, “Off-Off-

Broadway”. She chose the wolf, when proffered a bunny rabbit. Note the mapping of 

night in song. The title poem deals with abandoned babies, in keeping with “My Baby 



Was Sick All Night blues”. The rhythm of nursery rhymes (“Year of the Rabbit”) and 

dedication to Julia, aged four (“Milk Tooth”) reveal an innocent, instinctual  perspective. 

(“Imprinted”) For a sleeping baby and an almost teen, time is at a premium for visiting 

hours and no-time at an apparent hospice. (“Late”) The poet alludes to “très riches 

heures” a medieval Book of Hours and Duc de Berry, an illuminated manuscript painted 

by the Limbourg brothers. (See: “Acknowledgements”) A cliff is a jumping-off point for 

rock solid pills and memories. (“Copper Cliff”) Sleep references “Lost Taut Line” 

reclaimed, with a grade-school assignment. (“The Near Suburbs”)  A child’s dance 

(“Nov. 5:15 p.m.”) recalls her salad days. (“Snail’s Pace”) A poster (“Morning 

Kindergarten”), drawings (“Demi-monde”); a visitor raccoon (“March Hatter”), slapstick. 

(“Numb”) It’s a mystery. (“Drawing In”) Note the coined words: “tulipomania”, 

“ailurophilia”, “libertine” and “voluptuary”, associated with the “lilac”, “metonymy”,  

“deliquescence”; half-rhyme of “bracken” and “tracks”; and military language of 

“Martial”, “army tents”, “manoeuvres”, “medieval armour”. (“Lake Road Knowledge”) 

We discover the personification of houses with their sounds of “clank”, “groan”, to 

accompany the condition of childlessness. Also personification of “mica wink”, ink as 

“furtive”, irises “swirled”; “moraines” of her breasts, while rock constitutes “the glacial 

cradle”. (“Wiskatjan”) There is The Duchess of Malfi play, “You plotted revenge, / I 

cradled phantasms.” (“English Drama to 1642”) “In Arcadia” she celebrates a field of 

philosophers, with nostalgia for the 1960s Riders on the Storm. This is the “agit-prop of 

story-book theatre”; Seventeen magazine not withstanding. The minimalist “Bedtime 

Story” and “Envoi” close out the collection. 

 

Lanthier was born in Toronto and has lived in St. Catharines, Sudbury and 

Kingston. She has a BA and MA in English from the University of Toronto. 

After working as an editor in educational publishing, she became a freelance 

writer for magazines, television, and the web, specializing in design, 

architecture, decorative arts and fine art. Her poetry has been published in 

literary journals and magazines in Canada, the United States, and England, 

including Descant, Grain, Matrix, The Antigonish Review, Acta Victoriana, 

The U.C. Review, The Greenfield Review, Saturday Night, Quarry, The 

Toronto Quarterly, Writing Women and London Magazine. Her second 

collection, edited by Carmine Starnino is forthcoming from Signal Editions 

in Spring 2017. She lives in Toronto’s Beach neighborhood with her 

husband and three children. 

 

Read her interview at: 

http://thetorontoquarterly.blogspot.ca/2012/02/toronto-poets-5-questions-

series-kateri_18.html 
 

 

 

 

 



 

introduction to new members: Sue Bracken 

 

 
 
You Can’t Swim in Lake Kashagawigamog in March 

 

Ice— 

the very hiss  

over my teeth 

Servant to season 

slave to wind 

Feathered, funneled, opalescent, transparent 

inevitable 

Hoary rime 

cold holdall of summer 

walking on where I’ve swum below 

Heartstrings like glass 

breaching spring’s shore 

The slush—so self-absorbed 

Soon I will break its summer surface 

mercilessly 

get lost and found 

Toast its past  

endlessly  

cubing its remains 

 

 

 

 



Big Brother Blues 

   

The cork shoots out 

pent up Co2 gas 

releases a slow  

curl of a ghost 

 

Night black ravens soar 

wide winged  

silent -- not peaceful 

 

A butterfly fumbles in their wake 

 

The waves won’t stop screaming 

 

Ashes sprinkled  

into five sets of hands 

powder and chunks 

 

It’s not him but- 

christ, it is 

 

Toss him with a shout 

into the lake 

residue remains on my palm 

him on my hand 

 

The waves won’t stop screaming 

 

It’s done 

He’s gone 

We’re done 

We’re gone 

 

Grim spectators fly past in formation 

curl to the wind 

and they’re gone 

 

The waves 

          won’t 

   stop 



 

 

 

 

 

New Member Claire Kelly 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

New Member: Kathleen Burke 

 

Into the Wilderness – A Bio of Kathleen Burke 

Poetry is the language of my soul. It is how I interpret my place and purpose 

in the universe and as a result, how I chose to move in the world. Part of it 

comes from an unwavering belief that every living thing on, in and around 

the planet: from sea to sky and everything in between …radiates a singular 

energy that contributes the beautiful and divine “oneness” that vibrates all 

around.  

This belief became galvanized after a move from the city of Toronto, where 

I lived for 30 years, to the wilderness of Elliot Lake in Northern Ontario. 

I have written all my life. When there was time. Lazily. Occasionally. 

Taking it for granted. I was in a great writing group under the tutelage of 

Barbara Turner-Vessalago in my youth. After taking a writing class at 

Ryerson, where she taught, Barbara invited me into a small writing group 

that met weekly over a period of two years. I became versed in the practice 

of “free-fall” writing that had originated at the BANFF School for writing. I 

was in my mid/late twenties and surrounded by a group of wonderful 

nurturing and women 20 plus years older than myself. It changed the way I 

write from boo hoo poems and journaling into something completely 

different. 

But the more I gave to the community (through working in social services 

and community arts) the less time there was to write until one day I wasn’t 

doing it at all except in the context of work: reports, media releases, 

speeches, articles, curriculum, grants, sponsorship asks and correspondence 

to community stakeholders, funders and all levels of government, etc.  

I met an old friend on line and all of a suddenly the sparks flew. The muse 

was back with a vengeance. We collaborated together: his photography and 



my poetry.  I realized the emptiness within was the space of not writing or 

painting. My inner and outer realities were at odds with each other. And I 

had taken for granted something that had always been a part of me until it 

wasn’t.  I had to make a change. I blew up my life and went from everything 

I knew in the City and took off into the Wilderness.  

The landscape of the North is a deeply sacred and spiritual place. I put down 

the battered shield I had been carrying for years, as an advocate for others. 

In the stillness, I became part of the rock, forest and lakes that has been here 

since the beginning of time. It was beyond the relatively thin grief of my 

brokenness and depression at having to start over.  

Poetry and art began to flow from me in waves. Suddenly there was time and 

space. To write. To paint. To explore. And to begin to heal.  

I began with painting again - the Goddess Series (watercolours) as homage 

to the Divine Feminine. She is my belief in moon magic, and the language of 

trees. She is all women ~ sisterhood and innate knowing we share. She is the 

awakening body, mind & soul. 

I struggled with a desire to manifest poetry (or its nature), into my art, as 

poems flew from me. This became easier as I experimented in different 

mediums - watercolour, to printmaking and acrylics; then found my love of 

collage and mixed media. I am currently working on a series of three 

dimensional poem blocks/books and plaster cast artisan bowls.  

Now I write daily. I recently started a blog.  For three years have been part 

of  an intimate group of northern talents, again much older than myself. Our 

little group includes a former stage and screen actor, a couple of published 

authors, a couple of recreational writers and another respected poet I admire 

greatly. I enjoy the routine of meeting, constructive criticism and the 

creative exercises we foist on each other. I have honed my speaking skills 

after many years of speaking on behalf of others or as a representative of the 

organization(s) I worked for and passionately believed in. I say it now 

without the hesitation or the lack of confidence. I AM a poet and artist.  



Now I write and create as I was meant to do. Deep in the wilderness… I am 

within my own untamed heart.   

 

Website: kathleen-burke.com 

FB:   elemental burke 

Tumblr: wavepoet (new/blog) 

 

 

 

The Secrets of Elephants 

 

Forget the secrets of elephants 

They carry the weight of knowing 

Wizened exterior that makes you feel inferior 

Like all sages and nomads who walk the path 

Of beautiful truths that must be destroyed 

 

Forget the secrets of elephants 

Of sacred, crescent-shaped moon medicine 

Make those glorious bones into weapons 

Forsake intelligence & compassion for compliance 

Put chains of their feet & ladies in lame around their neck 

 

Forget the secrets of elephants 

Take comfort in your clutter & useless belongings 

Go forth ignoble, dressed in black and white lies 

Chasing the gold and green 

With shades of grey that remain unseen 

 

 

 

Spring 2016 

kburke 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Ocean Love 

 

The sea, she will not be restrained today 

Insistent on sacrifice… 

Fools who mistake danger for romance 

Or kinship by way of half remembered dreams 

 

But for those who really love her, she intoxicates and taunts  

With the enigmatic promise of life and death 

 

In an altered state I know her as I know myself 

With my longings I am caught between conflicting realities 

Indivisible. How can I not love both equally? 

 

Sometimes I hear her calling in the waves 

She knows I need her, hunger for her.  

She cares for me not but demands absolute devotion 

      

My ancient and watery demise tempts like a siren song 

Not so unkind is that silken caress;  

That I wish to drown once more in her embrace 

 

Ravenous desire fills days of dreams when away from her 

On the deck of some far away ship my restless heart lives 

With feet that ache upon the land – where I love most uneasily 

 

I hoard the precious moments we have shared;  

Fragments that shimmer and shift like crushed glass in sunlight 

In return my vanities and sorrows are released into her voluptuous abyss. 

 

 

Note: In memory of my father: A self confessed terrible dad was never there 

for me except that handful of perfect days before his death. Seaman First 

Class William (Canadian Bill) Burke  – who passed on to me his wanderlust, 

sorrow and passion.  

 

Kathleen Burke 



 
 

 

Cold Moon  
 

In twilight moments I have dreamed the dreams of trees 

Heard the whispers of rock, calling to me 

Under the gaze of the Cold Moon 

I see my grandmothers’ face 

She casts mythic shadows 

Along these hammered metal landscapes 

 

Shivering in the daylight of winter’s boneyard,  

I have asked, “How did I wander so far from you?” 

If not only to return to your primal embrace 

 

Such is the ephemeral gifts of night 

Deeper truths bejeweled by stars that fall to earth  

And gather as soft crystal blankets to give comfort to all things 

And I am forgiven, because  

I have come home.  

 

 

Jan 2014 

K.Burke  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

New Member: Miriam Dunn 

 

 
 

Miriam Dunn spent most of her life on the pristine shores of Cape Breton Island, with 

Canada's Atlantic coast and local woodlands as the inspiring backdrop to her life. Moved 

by her surroundings at a young age, her work is heavily influenced by  the natural world 

where she finds her metaphors for life and human relationships. She began writing lyrics 

and poetry at age 8, winning her first poetry competition at age 10 for a Memorial Day 

poetry contest. She went on after high school to study TV & Radio broadcasting and 

spent a few years as a radio announcer and copyrighter. This led to her freelance work in 

promotions and public relations where she wrote news releases, articles, speeches, 

reviews, academia, and various other forms of writing. She graduated with a Bachelor of 

Arts in Community Studies in 1991 with a major in Literature and went on to achieve her 

Bachelor of Education (secondary level) with a minor in history and followed up by 

returning to university for a Bachelor of Education, elementary endorsement, in 2005. 

She currently works as a career substitute, teaching all levels, and subjects in public 

education. 

 

 

Miriam's prose and poetry have been published in numerous print and online publications 

and her first solo collection of poetry, "Who Will Love the Crow", was released June 

2016 by Winter Goose Publishing.  

 

http://wintergoosepublishing.com/authors/miriam-dunn/ 

 



 
 

 

Miriam Dunn 


